NURTURING THE NATURAL CURIOSITY OF CHILDREN

In the introduction to a collection of Curious George books, the editor quotes one person’s response about why he liked the books: “George did all the things we didn’t dare to do, so we could do them in our imagination and not be scared.” Curiosity, especially when mixed with courage and imagination, helps us understand our world and is something to encourage in our children right from the start.

WHY CURIOITY IS IMPORTANT

• Helps children develop their whole selves, including their minds
• Provides answers to many of the mysteries of daily life: What happens when I do that?
• Increases children’s potential to learn new things and builds confidence in the ability to learn and grow
• Enhances children’s ability to be open-minded and tolerant of different ways of handling challenges
• Contributes to their enjoyment and awareness of the world

HOW CURIOITY FADES

• Fear—when a child is afraid, she won’t explore and will stick with the familiar
• Disapproval—when a child hears “Don’t” all the time, his desire to experiment will decrease
• Absence—when a child doesn’t have a caring adult to share his new experiences or offer safety when trying new things, he may stop trying

HOW TO ENCOURAGE THE NATURAL CURIOSITY OF CHILDREN

• Show your own interest in what’s happening in your world
• Encourage children to pursue their own interests (music, play, books)
• Answer questions simply, clearly, factually, and in keeping with the child’s developmental stage
• Ask open-ended questions (How do you feel about ____? Why is green your favorite color?)
• Redirect a child’s interest but don’t discourage it (e.g., if he likes to pour his cup of water on the floor, provide opportunities to experiment with water in the bathtub or backyard)
• Provide toys that encourage a child’s imagination and aren’t limited in their use
• Praise a child’s discoveries of new things and efforts to master new skills
• Encourage children to explore their natural surroundings and look for answers to their own questions

RESOURCES

• “Tips on Nurturing Your Child’s Curiosity,” Zero to Three; http://tinyurl.com/3fgyuzk
• “Five Ways to Develop Your Child’s Curiosity,” ETL Learning; http://tinyurl.com/3wvnzm6